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We report on the micro-Raman spectroscopy of monolayer, bilayer, trilayer, and many layers of graphene
�graphite� bombarded by low-energy argon ions with different doses. The evolution of peak frequencies,
intensities, linewidths, and areas of the main Raman bands of graphene is analyzed as function of the distance
between defects and number of layers. We describe the disorder-induced frequency shifts and the increase in
the linewidth of the Raman bands by means of a spatial-correlation model. Also, the evolution of the relative
areas AD /AG, AD� /AG, and AG� /AG is described by a phenomenological model. The present results can be used
to fully characterize disorder in graphene systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Graphene is a planar sheet of sp2-bonded carbon atoms
arranged on a hexagonal lattice with two-dimensional �2D�
exceptional electronic transport.1–4 It is a two-dimensional
semimetal where the overlap between the valence and the
conduction bands occurs in two single points at the border of
the Brillouin zone, named K and K�. The reported carrier
mobilities are as high as 200 000 cm2 /V s.5 Graphene ex-
hibits also high thermal conductivity ��3080 W /mK� �Ref.
6� and high chemical and mechanical stability, which makes
it promising material for future nanoelectronic devices.7

These interesting properties extend for single and few layers
of graphene,8–10 thus making graphene physics even richer
and attractive.

It is well known that disorder plays an important role in
graphene properties.11–13 The micro-Raman spectroscopy is a
nondestructive, rapid, and likely the most sensitive technique
for studying disorder in nanostructured sp2 carbon systems
with the occurrence of defect-induced peaks.14–21 The
presence of disorder in sp2 hybridized carbon systems, from
the three-dimensional graphite to the one-dimensional
carbon nanotubes, leads to rich and intriguing phenomena
that have been extensively studied by resonance Raman
spectroscopy.15–21

Defects break the momentum conservation requirement
q=0 for the first-order Raman allowed phonons but, intrigu-
ingly, standard descriptions of disorder effects in the Raman
spectrum involve phonons precisely fulfilling resonance con-
ditions selected by momentum conservation.17,18 This contra-
dictory explanation of local disorder effects using crystal
k-space selection rules represents the initial motivation for
this study. In the Raman-scattering process, a photon gener-
ates an electron-hole pair and the excited electron is further
scattered by phonons. Due to momentum conservation re-

quirements in periodic systems, the first-order Raman-
scattering process generates only � point phonons �wave
vector q=0� where the electrons are scattered by phonons
with energy exchange but no wave-vector variation. This
process, labeled G �from graphite�, is observed in the Raman
spectrum of any number of layers graphene at �1580 cm−1

and is related to the in-plane stretching of the C-C bonds.14,15

When the periodic lattice of graphene is broken by defects,
the momentum conservation requirement is also broken and
all phonons in the Brillouin zone become Raman allowed,
which could result on a phonon-density-of-states-like Raman
spectrum. However, resonant electron-phonon scattering pro-
cesses connecting real electronic states are privileged17,18 and
energy conservation requirements impose that the Raman
spectrum of disordered graphene exhibits two new sharp fea-
tures at approximately 1350 cm−1 �D band� and 1620 cm−1

�D� band�. These intervalley �D� and intravalley �D�� defect-
induced resonant scattering processes are the ones mainly
responsible for electron decoherence in optics and transport
phenomena in sp2 carbons.22–24 Those bands are also disper-
sive and hence their actual positions depend on the laser
excitation energy.25,26 Raman spectroscopy has been used re-
cently to investigate and quantify low-energy ion-induced
defects in graphite27 and single layer graphene.28

In this work, we report the evolution of defect-induced
Raman features in graphene systems submitted to different
doses of argon-ion sputtering in monolayer �M�, bilayer �B�,
trilayer �T�, and �50 layers of graphene �graphite�. We use a
spatial-correlation model to describe the shift in the fre-
quency and the change in the linewidth of the main Raman
peaks �D, G, D�, and G�� of a monolayer graphene caused by
the presence of disorder in the system. We also extend the
phenomenological model proposed in Ref. 28 to describe the
evolution of the relative peak areas AD /AG, AD� /AG, and
AG� /AG.
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This paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II, we describe
the experimental details of our work; Sec. III fully describe
the experimental results, including the defect-induced evolu-
tion of frequency, width, and intensity for the main Raman
features �D, G, D�, and G� bands�, as well as the evolution of
overtones and combination modes; Sections IV and V
present our models to describe the experimental results dis-
played in Sec. III. While the frequency and linewidth evolu-
tions are described within the same methodology, which we
call the spatial correlation model, the intensities are de-
scribed using the phenomenological model we introduced
earlier in Ref. 28; Sec. VI reports how these values change
by changing the number of layers, although the discussion
there is more qualitative. Finally, Sec. VII summarizes the
work.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The graphene samples were prepared by mechanical mi-
crocleavage of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite �HOPG
ZYB grade, 20�20�2 nm3, NT-MDT Co.� and have been
deposited on two different silicon substrates with the stan-
dard 300 nm thickness of SiO2 on top.2 On one substrate �S1�
we have measured and identified regions with different num-
bers of graphene layers: monolayer, bilayer, trilayer, and
many layers ��50�. The identification of the few layer
graphenes was done by their G� band spectral shape26,29 and
the 50-layer graphene, that from now on we call simply by
HOPG, by its atomic force microscopy �AFM� height, h
�15 nm. All the graphene species were found near each
other so that they were subjected to the same experimental
conditions. On the other substrate �S2� we have measured
and identified only two monolayer graphenes.

The ion bombardment experiments �with partial argon
pressure lower than 2�10−5 mbar� were carried out in an
OMICRON variable temperature �VT�-scanning tunnel mi-
croscope �STM� ultrahigh-vacuum system �base pressure
5�10−11 mbar�. The ion beam �E=90 eV� incidence angle
was 45° with respect to the normal direction of the sample’s
surface. Sample S1 was subjected to five different ion doses,
namely, 1011, 1012, 1013, 1014, and 1015 ion /cm2 and sample
S2 was subject to 20 different Ar+ bombardment doses be-
tween 1.5�1011 and 2.5�1014 Ar+ /cm2.

Micro-Raman-scattering measurements were performed
with a Horiba Jobin-Ivon T64000 triple monochromator
equipped with a nitrogen cooled charge coupled device de-
tector, in the backscattering configuration, using a 100� ob-
jective. The excitation laser energy was 2.41 eV �514.5 nm�
and the power density of approximately 106 mW /mm2 at
the microscope objective. The micro-Raman spectra were ac-
quired right after each bombardment procedure for every
graphene sample.

Finally, STM measurements were performed on bulk
HOPG subjected to the same 1011, 1012, 1013, 1014, and
1015 Ar+ /cm2 bombardment doses in order to evaluate the
ion damage. This procedure has been done to calibrate the
experiment, as described in Ref. 28, such that we can esti-
mate the typical distance between the defects LD from the ion
dose. We observe in the STM images that the defects are

well distributed on the surface and we assume that the dis-
tribution is homogeneous such that we can use the relation
LD=�−1/2, where � is the ion dose.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the Raman spectra of each layer in sample
S1 for the different ion doses. The pristine is the Raman of
the sample before any ion bombardment. The M has the G
peak at 1580 cm−1 and the G� peak at 2680 cm−1. In the
same figure we show the B spectrum. The intensity of the G
peak increases while the G� peak intensity decreases, requir-
ing four Lorentzians for fitting.26,30 The T spectrum is similar
to the bilayer one but there are now fifteen allowed
transitions.30 However, it is not possible to resolve the 15
transitions and a satisfactory fit can be made with only six
Lorentzians.30 The graphite �HOPG� has the G peak much
more intense than the G� peak whose fitting is made with
two Lorentzians �at 2690 and 2730 cm−1�.

After the first bombardment �1011 Ar+ /cm2� we already
observe the appearance of the D and D� bands in the mono-
layer, bilayer, and trilayer spectra. For the 1012 and
1013 Ar+ /cm2 doses we observe that the intensity of both D
and D� peaks increase as the G and G� peaks broaden and
decrease in intensity. The relative intensity of the D and D�
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Evolution of Raman spectra for M, B,
and T graphene and graphite �HOPG� samples with increasing ion
dose. The ion doses are displayed in each panel in units of Ar+ /cm2.
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peaks with respect to the G peak is more pronounced in the
monolayer, indicating that the low-energy �90 eV� ions affect
only one layer. With the 1014 Ar+ /cm2 dose the graphene
samples start to exhibit significant peak broadening, indicat-
ing strong disorder, and this effect is more evident in the
1015 Ar+ /cm2 dose. The vanishing of the peaks in the Ra-
man spectra for monolayer graphene evidences the high
dose, where 1015 Ar+ /cm2 corresponds to one Ar+ ion per
four C atoms in the layer. However, the monolayer graphene
has not been removed, as evidenced by further AFM analysis
and heat treatment �950 °C annealing during 3 h�, which
partially recovered the monolayer graphene Raman signal. In
graphite we still observe some order because of the large
number of untouched inner layers.

In the following sections we discuss the details of the
effects presented here, focusing on the evolution of the main
Raman peaks of monolayer graphene in sample S2 with in-
creasing disorder. In the graphs, there are always two types
of symbols �closed and open� which correspond to two dif-
ferent graphenes on the same substrate and hence subjected
to the same bombardment. In Sec. VI we address the
multilayer case of sample S1.

A. Frequencies

Figure 2 �upper panel� shows the frequencies of several
Raman peaks as they evolve with LD for the monolayer �S2�.
Note that all frequencies remain approximately constant for
large values of LD, showing small shifts �on the order of few
cm−1� when LD decreases below 4 nm. This shows that even
at moderately large disorder regimes, the C-C bonds are still
sp2 kind, with no significant strain in the bonds. This behav-
ior is clearly seen in the lower panel, where the shifts for
each peak are shown in comparison with the theoretical
model described in Sec. IV. In the inset of the upper panel,
we show the frequency of the D peak ��D� and half the
frequency of the G� peak ��G��. Although the G� peak is
often described as simply the second order of the D feature,
the situation is more complex since two different scattering
mechanisms are possible for the D band process �defect first
and phonon second, or phonon first and defect second� while
for the G� band, only one mechanism is possible. This has
been discussed for turbostratic graphite,31 which is a good
prototype of a 2D graphite, and it is here further confirmed
for graphene with higher frequency accuracy. Here we find a
mean difference ��=�D−�G� /2=4.5 cm−1 which is in ex-
cellent agreement with previous results for turbostratic
graphite.31

B. Peak widths

Figure 3 �upper panel� shows the full width at half maxi-
mum �FWHM�, �, of all peaks as a function of LD for the
monolayer �S2�. Again, for low ion doses the widths do not
change considerably, showing a larger increase only for LD
�4 nm. The peaks related to phonons at or near the � point
�G and D�, respectively� have a less pronounced increase
while the two peaks coming from near the K point �D and
G�� show a much faster increase. In the lower panel, we
show only the disorder contribution for the width ����,

which we obtain by subtracting the zero-disorder width from
the absolute width. The solid lines are the results from the
model in Sec. IV, to be described below.

C. Intensities

In Fig. 4 �upper panel� we present the absolute intensities
of all peaks as a function of LD for the monolayer �S2�. As
the absolute Raman signal intensity depends on many mea-
surements factors, such as laser power density, beam focus
on the sample, etc., we have normalized our results by the
integrated area of the G peak �AG�, which is expected to be
proportional to the number of C-C sp2 bonds in the system.
So, in practice, the whole spectrum is scaled such that we
always have the same value for AG. Both D and D� bands
present a similar nonmonotonic behavior, as reported in our
previous study,28 increasing with increasing ion dose �de-
creasing LD� until LD equals to roughly 4 nm then they start
to decrease for smaller values of LD. The intensities of the G
and G� bands always decrease with increasing ion dose. In
the lower panel of Fig. 4, we show the areas of the D, D�,
and G� peaks, normalized by the area of the G peak. The
solid lines are the results of the modeling described in Sec.
V, to be discussed in more detail in that section.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� �Upper panel� Peak frequencies of the D,
G, D�, and G� bands as function of the typical distance between
defects �LD� for the monolayer �S2�. The inset compares the fre-
quency of the D band and the G� band divided by 2, showing that
we always have �G� /2��D. �Lower panel� Frequency shifts with
respect to the zero-disorder limit. Dots are experiments and solid
lines are theoretical results based on the model described in Sec. IV.
Experimental errors are �1 cm−1.
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D. Evolution of overtone and combination modes

In Fig. 5 we present the evolution of the G� band and
other second-order processes at graphene for four different
ion doses. The G� and 2D� band intensities decrease as the
width increase for increasing ion doses. The defect-related
bands D+G at 2930 cm−1 and G+D� at 2990 cm−1 can be
observed at higher doses �1013 Ar+ /cm2� but the 2D� band is
too weak to be seen in our measurement. At the dose of
1014 Ar+ /cm2 we show a frequency downshift for all
double-resonance features in agreement with the results of
Sec. III A.

IV. MODELING DISORDER EFFECTS IN THE RAMAN
LINEWIDTHS AND FREQUENCY SHIFTS: THE

SPATIAL CORRELATION MODEL

As we saw in the previous section, disorder introduced by
a random distribution of defects causes broadening, shifting,
and increases the asymmetry of the Raman bands. In this
section, we use the so-called “spatial-correlation model” to
describe these effects in graphene. This model, which we
briefly describe below, has been successfully applied to de-
scribe the evolution of the Raman spectra of disordered
semiconductors.32,33

In a perfect system, the one-phonon Raman intensity
I0��� associated to vibrational mode of wave vector q0 and
frequency ��q0� is well described by a Lorentzian function,

I0��� �
1

�� − ��q0��2 + ��0/2�2 , �1�

where the FWHM �0 is the inverse phonon lifetime. For
simplicity, we are considering a nondegenerate normal mode
but this assumption can be easily generalized. In a perfect
crystal, both electron-phonon and phonon-phonon �anhar-
monic effects� interactions contribute to the inverse lifetime.
A disordered distribution of point defects will scatter
phonons and it will also add a contribution to the FWHM by
coupling phonons of wave vector q0 and q0+	q. In the limit
of low disorder, the coupling will be most effective for small
	q, so the phonon wave packet in k space can be described
by a Gaussian function exp�−�q−q0�2L2 /4� centered in q0
and having a width proportional to 1 /L�	q. Therefore, in
real space L is a measure of the phonon coherence length,34

which should also be a good measure of the average distance
between point defects. Then, the Raman intensity for the
disordered graphene I��� can be written as32
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I��� � �
BZ

d2q

W�q�exp�− �q − q0�2L2

4
	

�� − ��q��2 + ��0/2�2 , �2�

where the integral is taken over the two-dimensional Bril-
louin zone of graphene and W�q� is a weighting function that
describes wave-vector dependence of the electron-phonon
coupling for the Raman process.

With this model we can calculate the full line shape of
I��� and from that we can extract the disorder-induced peak
shifts ��q0

�Fig. 2, lower panel� and the enhancement in
FWHM ��q0

�Fig. 3, lower panel�. We use experimentally
available dispersion relations ��q�, so the only fitting ele-
ments in our model are �1� the relationship between the co-
herence length L and the typical interdefect distance LD, and
�2� the weighting function W�q�.

We now describe in more detail the application of the
above model to the different Raman bands considered in this
work.

�1� G band. The G band in perfect graphene is associated
with phonons at the � point, i.e., q0=0. We consider that
disorder mixes equally the �-point phonon with nearby
phonons at both longitudinal optical �LO� and in-plane trans-
verse optical �iTO� branches. We find that the best agreement
with experiments is obtained by using a constant weighting
function �which is equivalent to not use a weighting function
at all�. For the phonon dispersions, we take

�LO�q� = �G + 181q − 230.29q2,

�iTO�q� = �G − 135.42q , �3�

where �n�q� is in cm−1 �n=LO or iTO�, �G=1580 cm−1 is
our experimental G band frequency for pristine graphene,
and q is measured from the � point in units of Å−1. These
dispersions are taken from the work of Maultzsch et al.35 by
interpolating the frequencies at high-symmetry points and by
averaging the dispersions between the �-K and �-M direc-
tions. Also, since the main contribution to the integral in Eq.
�2� will come from near the � point, the Brillouin zone can
be safely approximated by a circular disk and the integral
will be in the radial coordinate only. With all these consid-
erations, Eq. �2� becomes

IG��� � 

n
� 2
qdq

exp�− q2L2

4
	

�� − �n�q��2 + ��0/2�2 , �4�

where the sum is over the two phonon branches.
�2� D� band. The D� band arises from intravalley phonons

with a linear wave-vector dependence with respect to the
laser energy. For our laser energy of 2.41 eV, we find �q0�
=0.42 Å−1 measured from the � point. Since the D� band
has been assigned to LO phonons,18 only this branch is con-
sidered. We average over all possible directions � of the
wave vector q0 and, similarly to the case of the G band, there
was no need to introduce the weighting function W�q�. Then,
the D� band intensity becomes

ID���� �� qdqd�

exp�− �q − q0�2L2

4
	

�� − �LO�q��2 + ��0/2�2 . �5�

�3� D band. The D band arises from intervalley phonons
which also show a linear wave-vector dependence with re-
spect to the laser energy. In fact, for the laser energy of 2.41
eV, we also find �q0�=0.42 Å−1 for the D band but now q0 is
measured from the K point. Since the D band has been as-
signed to iTO phonons along the K-M direction in the Bril-
louin zone,36 we choose q0 along this direction and the
weighting function W�q� is also restricted to be nonzero only
along the same direction. Mathematically, W�q�=	��
−�KM�f�q�, where �KM indicates the K-M direction and
f�q�=1+a�q0−q� is a function that linearizes the radial de-
pendence of the electron-phonon coupling along the K-M
direction near q0. With these conditions, the D band intensity
becomes

ID��� �� dq

f�q�exp�− �q − q0�2L2

4
	

�� − �iTO�q��2 + ��0/2�2 . �6�

For the iTO phonon dispersion along K-M, we use the pho-
non dispersion as measured by Grüneis et al.37

�iTO�q� = �K + 589.35q − 485.46q2, �7�

where �iTO is in cm−1 and q is measured from the K point in
Å−1.

�4� G� band. The G� band is related to a double-resonance
process associated to the same intervalley phonons as the D

Pristine

1012 Ar+/cm2

1013 Ar+/cm2

1014 Ar+/cm2

×10

×10

G′ ∼ 2D D + G G + D′2D′

Raman shift (cm−1)

FIG. 5. �Color online� Evolution of G� and other second-order
peaks with increasing ion doses. The intensities of the two lower
graphs are multiplied by a factor of 10 for sake of readability.
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band. For this reason, the expression for the intensity be-
comes more complicated and it involves a double integral in
the forward �q� and backward �q�� phonon wave vectors.
Using the same considerations for the electron-phonon ma-
trix elements, which essentially select phonons in the K-M
direction, we have

IG����

�� dqdq�

f�q�f�q��exp�− ��q − q0�2 + �q� − q0�2�L2

4
	

�� − �iTO�q� − �iTO�q���2 + ��0/2�2 ,

�8�

where f�q� is the same linear function as in the D band case
and q0 is also the same. We also impose that the same rela-
tion between L and LD must be valid for the D and G� bands.

In the lower panels of Figs. 2 and 3, we see the results for
the data fitting of the frequency shifts and widths, respec-
tively, as described above. Notice that the general agreement
is very good, specially for large values of LD. Indeed, this
spatial-correlation model, for its perturbative character, is not
expected to be valid in the highly disordered regime. In the
figures, we also show the best relationships between L and
LD in each case �obtained by the fits�. It is nice to see that L
and LD are similar to each other. Again, we stress that this
was not imposed but it comes automatically from the fitting
procedure. That means that the disordered-induced phonon
coherence length is of the same order of the typical interde-
fect distance, which is quite reasonable. We also emphasize
that there is no reason to expect that the same relation be-
tween L and LD should be found for the different phonon
modes since different modes should have different defect
scattering cross sections. From our results, it seems that the
D� modes are the most affected by disorder, showing a
smaller coherence length than the other modes for the same
amount of disorder. Finally, the model allows us to explain
the greater increase in FWHM of the modes near K with
respect to the modes near � as simply a consequence of the
larger magnitude of phonon dispersions near K.

V. MODELING DISORDER EFFECTS IN THE RAMAN
INTENSITIES: THE “LOCAL ACTIVATION”

MODEL

The phenomenological model described in the previous
section allows one to investigate the disorder effects on the
Raman linewidths and frequency shifts. However, this model
is not appropriate to describe the relative intensities �or inte-
grated areas� of the different Raman bands since it misses
one important physical ingredient: the disorder-induced D
and D� bands are “locally activated,” that is, these modes
become Raman active only in the near vicinity of a point
defect. Recently, we proposed a model to describe these ef-
fects in graphene samples with a random distribution of point
defects,28 which we call here “local activation model.” In
that work, the dependence of the intensity ratio ID / IG on LD
was found to follow very accurately an analytical formula. In
this present work, we choose to use the same expression to

fit the ratio between integrated areas AD /AG and AD� /AG,
shown in the lower panel of Fig. 4, rather than the ratio
between intensities. Then

AX

AG
�LD� = CA

rA
2 − rS

2

rA
2 − 2rS

2 �e−�
rS
2/LD

2 � − e−�
�rA
2−rS

2�/LD
2 ��

+ CS�1 − e−�
rS
2/LD

2 �� , �9�

where X denotes either D or D�, and rS and rA are two char-
acteristic length scales associated with the presence of de-
fects in the system. The first is interpreted as the radius of a
structural damaged region measured from the point of impact
of the ions and the second is a defect-activated region where
no damage in the structure is observed but where there is a
mixing of Bloch states near the K and K� points caused by
the defect. This formula is obtained by taking into account
two competing mechanisms for the increase and decrease in
the defect-activated bands. First, these bands increase with
increasing disorder because they become Raman active in
the near vicinity of a point defect, at a distance rA−rS from it.
This distance is a rough measure of the length traveled over
the lifetime of the electron-hole pair, vF /�X, where vF is the
graphene Fermi velocity.38 Second, the same bands decreases
with increasing disorder by the progressive disorganization
of the hexagonal network of carbon atoms, which occurs
within at a length scale rS from the Ar+ ions impact points.
By solving rate equations for the combination of these two
processes, we arrive at Eq. �9�.28 The lower left panel of Fig.
4 shows that this analytical expression fits nearly perfectly
the quantities AD /AG and AD� /AG. For the D band, the fitting
parameters are rS=2.6 nm, rA=4.1 nm, CS=2.4, and CA
=3.6, whereas for the D� band we have rS=2.6 nm, rA
=3.8 nm, CS=0.28, and CA=0.19. Notice that we obtain the
same value of rS for the two modes, indicating the indeed rS
is a geometrical, structure-related length. Also, we find 1.5
and 1.3 nm for the spatial extent of the Raman processes
rA−rS, in the same order of magnitude as the rough estimates
vF /�D=4.3 nm and vF /�D�=3.6 nm. More interestingly,
the ratio between rA−rS for the D and D� bands matches very
closely the ratio of inverse frequencies �D� /�D�1.2.

Similar ideas can be applied for the AG� /AG ratio, but in
this case, since the G� band is already active for pristine
graphene, the intensity ratio is only affected by the disorga-
nization of the hexagonal network, leading to a ratio de-
crease as a function of increasing disorder described by the
simple formula

AG�

AG
�LD� =

AG�

AG
��� − B�1 − e−
rS

2/LD
2
� , �10�

where AG� /AG��� is the area ratio for pristine graphene. The
fitting of the experimental data, shown in the lower right
panel of Fig. 4 gives in this case rS=2.5 nm, also similar to
the structural damage length obtained for the D and D�
bands. This result is in accordance with the typical defect-
size estimates found from STM analysis. Figure 6 shows the
compilation of the results obtained from this analysis. We
note that the distribution of the defect size is very sparse but
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the average size is 1.85 nm, in the same magnitude of the
fitting result for rS.

VI. RAMAN SPECTRA OF DISORDER MULTILAYER
GRAPHENE

For completeness, we now analyze how the Raman fea-
tures change for graphenes with different number of layers as
sample S1 is subjected to increasing ion bombardment. This
analysis will be qualitative, mostly due to the presence of
many peaks in the double-resonance bands, which makes
quantitative analysis more ambiguous.

A. Frequency

Figure 7 shows the evolution of the frequencies of the
Raman peaks �D, G, and G�� with LD for M, B, T, and 50
� layers �HOPG� graphene samples. We observed that the
frequencies do not change considerably with decreasing LD.
While the G and D� bands have just one peak for any num-
ber of layers, the G� and D bands are constituted, respec-
tively, by one, four, six, and two peaks for monolayer, bi-
layer, trilayer, and many layers of graphene. Up to the
1013 Ar+ /cm2 dose the frequency changes a little for few
layers while for HOPG no change was observed. The result
in HOPG happens because the micro-Raman spectroscopy
collects data from the inner layers and the bombardment af-
fects mainly the surface.

In Fig. 8 we plot the fitted peaks of the D band and G�
band with the frequency divided by 2 for every number of
layers at a given ion dose of 1012 Ar+ /cm2. Both bands have
similar line shape for each sample but the G� /2 peaks are
always shifted 4.5 cm−1 to lower frequency with respect to
the D peaks, independent on the number of layers. Therefore,
this behavior, which is related with the double-resonance fea-
ture of the Raman scattering in graphitic materials, is inde-
pendent on the number of layers.

B. Width

As stated in the previous section, for any multilayer
graphene �including graphite�, the D and G� bands are com-

posed of more than one peak and, therefore, instead of the
analysis of each peak width individually or the width of the
whole band, we plot the integrated area, AX, divided by the
intensity, IX, for X=D, G, D�, and G� bands, for every num-
ber of layers �see Fig. 9�. For a single peak this corresponds
exactly to the evolution of the width of the band. It is more
intuitive to compare this quantity since the area represents all
possible Raman scattering occurring for a given process.
What we note here is that, in all cases, this AX / IX increases
with the bombardment, which is consistent with what has
been discussed for the FWHM monolayer �see Sec. III B�.
While for few layer graphenes this increase is remarkable,
the effects decrease with the number of layers, and for graph-
ite the change is much less pronounced. This is another con-
firmation that our bombardment with low-energy �90 eV�
ions affects mostly the upper layers.
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FIG. 6. �Color online� Distribution of defect size measured by
STM image analysis of a HOPG bombarded surface.
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VII. CONCLUSION

We have here presented a thorough analysis of the Raman
spectra for monolayer, bilayer, trilayer, and many layers

graphene samples as they are submitted to the bombardment
of low-energy �90 eV� Ar+ ions. The effect of such ions on
the graphene is to change its structure, which immediately
reflects on the Raman spectra. We show specially how the
frequency, width, intensity, and integrated area for the D, G,
D�, and G� bands evolve with increasing disorder. The dis-
order evolution for all these Raman band parameters has
been modeled. The evolution of frequency and width are
explained by a spacial correlation model while the intensity
and integrated area are explained by the local activated
model. Other details such as the behavior of overtone and
combination modes, the difference between first- and
second-order features, and the evolution with the number of
layers are also addressed.
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